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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], we proposed a numerical verification method for solutions of semilinear parabolic equations 
in the one-dimensional case, which ensures the existence of solutions. In this paper, we propose 
a numerical method which ensures both the existence and local uniqueness of a solution to 
semilinear parabolic equations. In addition, we consider the two-dimensional case and give some 
numerical examples. 
2. PROBLEM AND THE FIXED-POINT FORMULATION 
Consider the following semilinear parabolic equation: 
ut - Au = -f(x, t, u), (x,t) E cl x J, 
u(x,t) = 0, (x,t) E xl x J, (2.1) 
u(x, 0) = 0, 2 E 52. 
Here 0 is a bounded open interval in R or a bounded rectangular domain in lR2 and all derivatives 
are understood in the distributional sense. Let J = (0,T) with T > 0, and let Q = R x J. Also, 
suppose that f^ defined by (f”(u))(z,t) := f(z,t,u(x,t)) maps LP(Q) into L2(Q) for some p 
satisfying 2 5 p < 6. 
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Next, we define the weighted norm on the time-dependent Sobolev space H, 
H G L2 (J; H,(0)) n H1 (J; L2(s2)), 
as 
1141~,,, = l e-2xtllV~(.,t)ll~z(n) dt + l e-2xtllut(~,t)l12~~n, 4 
where X is a fixed real number and 1) . )IL+) is the usual O’(O) norm. Furthermore, we set the 
weighted norm on P(Q) by 
lI4lpL$(&) = s J 
e-p~tjlu.(.,t)ll~,,(hl) dt. 
Then the problem of solving (2.1) can be written in the following weak form: find u E I? = (4 E 
H I cj(., 0) = 0) such that 
(%r v) + (Vu, Vu) = (-f(., u), II)? t E J, ‘u E H;(R), (2.2) 
where (s, .) is the usual L2(R) inner product. 
Now, let Oh E fi be an approximate solution of (2.1). It is most common to think of such a 
solution as some finite element solution depending on h. Then suppose the following conditions 
hold for the nonlinear map f in (2.1) for fixed 2 5 p 5 6: 
(Al) the map f^ : LP(Q) + L2(Q) is Frkchet differentiable and maps bounded sets into bounded 
sets; 
(A2) f’(.,&) E L”(Q). 
Here, we denote the partial derivative of f with respect to u at tih by f’(., &). 
Now, as is well known [2], for each g E L2(Q), if a E Lo3 (Q), the following generalized equation 
has a unique solution 4 E I?: 
($t, u) + (049 Vu) + (a$, v) = (9, v), 2, E H,‘(a), t E J. (2.3) 
We denote the correspondence between g and 4 in (2.3) by A,g = 4. Then A, : L”(Q) -+ k is 
bounded. Moreover, choosing a = f’(. , Ch), we define the fixed-point operator T,, , 
T,u = A,[f’(y&)u - f(e,u)]. (2.4) 
Then, from (Al),(A2), and the fact that the injection H L) LP(Q) is continuous, we see that the 
operator T, : LP(Q) -+ Lp(Q) is Frkchet differentiable on Lp(Q). 
3. VERIFICATION CONDITION 
We derive the verification condition by using a “residual form”. Defining v := u - titL, we 
introduce the operator T;, : LP(Q) -+ Lp(Q) defined by 
pwv G T,(& + w) - &. (3.1) 
Next, for some real number Q~, we define VW ES {u E Lp(Q) 1 IJwII~:;,(Q, < CX,~}. The?,, choosing 
the positive real numbers ,& and “(u, such that 
/I II L(O) L,, (&) 5 PUJ, (3.2) II, 
Ip~wu2~(L~,(Q) I Yw, VVl,V2 E VW, (3.3) 
and defining the set K, c LP(Q) by 
K, = {v E Lp(Q) 1 II+:,(Q) 5 ,& +rw), (3.4) 
we have the following theorem which constitutes the verification condition. 
THEOREM 1. If K, c VW holds for VW (that is, if ,I&, + ^fu 5 CY,), then there exists a solution to 
21 = T,(w) 
in KU,, and this solution is unique within the set VW. 
The proof of this theorem can be carried out with the argument appearing in [3,4]. Banach’s 
fixed-point theorem is the essential tool to prove this theorem. 
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4. CONSTANTS IN THE VERIFICATION CONDITION 
Using an argument in [3], if we compute an approximate solution fib satisfying i[&] z Oht - 
AGh + f(&) E L2(&), t i can be shown that the following relations hold: 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Here e’,,,, is a constant that depends on Q, such that sup(l/~(~hf~1)~2-_(~h)~2/IL~,,(Q);’U1,~2 E 
VW,) I &Y,,,. 
In order to calculate the constant C in (4.1) and (4.2), it is sufficient to find Cl and C2 satisfying 
the inequalities 
IlAuklll~t. 2 CllirilL:,(Q,, v’r E L2(Q), (4.3) 
IIAwbdllLI;‘,(Q, - < C2IlAwMll~,,~~ (4.4) 
Then we have C = C1C2. Lemmas 1 and 2 show how Cl and C2 can be calculated. 
Let Izl = (a,, , b,,) and Iz, = (az2, b,,) for real numbers a,, < b,, and az2 < b,,, and define 
d = max{b,, - ax,, z2 b - az2 }. Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let a and E denote constants satisfying a < a(z,t) < ‘ii for almost all (z,t) E Q. 
Then Cl in (4.3) is given by 
(n = Iz, x Iz,), 
where we choose X = -a in the weighted norms on H and L2(Q). 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. Since we can obtain the desired result applying an argument from [l], in 
which the proof for the one-dimensional case is given, we give the outline of proof and consider 
the two-dimensional case only. 
We set 
b(4+ v)(t) = (V4(., t), Vv(., t)) + (a(., tM(.,t), w(.,t)), 4C.J t),v(., t) E H,#), (4.5) 
and choose w satisfying 
qq2, t) = &U(Z, t), w(.,t) E H;(R). (4.6) 
Then we can formally rewrite (2.3) as follows: 
(wt(., t), 4.3 t)) + bl(w, v)(t) = (a(., t), 4.3 t))> (4.7) 
where 
and 
g1 (z, t) = SPg(z, t) 
bl(w, v)(t) = b(w, v)(t) + X(w(., t), v(., t)). 
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Setting X = -_a and v(z,t) = w(z, t) in (4.7) yields 
&w(*, t)llLzcn) + w4~d)ll~~~n) 5 ~1191~~~t~llL2(~)II~~~~t~ll~2(n,. 
Furthermore, taking into consideration Poincare’s inequality 
IId. th2cn, I -+t)llH;cn)~ 
integrating (4.8) over J and using the initial condition and w(z,t) = emxt4(z,t), we have 
(4.3) 
(4.9) 
J J e+tlIv~(., t)lli2(n) dt L $ J e+tllg(., t)llt2cn) dt. J (4.10) 
Next, we consider a certain function p E C~(R) satisfying 
J 
1 
P 2 0, SUPP(P) c (-1, I), p(t) dt = 1, 
-1 
and defining pe(t) := (l/s)p(t/s) for fixed E > 0 (cf. 13, Lemma 11). 
Using (4.9) and the following relations: 
w&,t) : = J ‘wb, S)P,(S - t) ds, gleh t) : = a@, S)P~(S - t) ds, J J J 
w,t(ct) = - 
J 
4~ 4&s - t) ds, VWE(Z, t) = J Vw(z, sh(s - t) ds, J J 
and setting v(., t) := wE,t(., t) in the distributional form of equation (4.7), we get 
(Jw,,t(t)ll;2(n) + -$llVwE(t)ll~2cn, 5 2 (Il5714112L2(n) + (a - a)2~llw~)llZ2(n~ 
> ’ 
(4.11) 
n-here wWE,t(t) := wE,t(., t), VwE(t) := VwE(., t), and glE(t) := glE(., t). 
We integrate both sides of (4.11) over [--E, T+E] and let E converge to 0, and use ]]Vw(., O)](LZ(~J 
= 0 and wt(z, t) = e-‘“(&(x1 t) - X4(x, t)) to obtain 
J J e-2x”l14t(~, t)llf,2p, dt e-2x”llM~7 t) - @(*, t) + X4(*, t)llf,2cn, dt 
+ (4@ - cd2 + 2a2)d4 
4lr4 > 
jIgI& (&) 
,,1 
by (4.9) and (4.10). I 
We note that an exponential function with respect to t does not appear in Cr by virtue of 
some weighted norms introduced in Section 1. Thus, these norms play an important role in the 
application of our method. 
To calculate C2, we need the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. (See [5j.) Let 21 = ( 22,23),22 = (~cr,zs),Zs = (51,52), and let &(I, = 1,2,3) 
be bounded open intervals. The function F is defined by 
F(z) = +1,22,~3) = J'l(C)F2(~2)F3@3), 
WheE Fk E L2(&)(k = 1,2,3), and fitl = IQ x IS, sl2 = II x 13, 03 = II x Iz. Then F E L’(a), 
and the inequality 
IIFIILw, 2 llFlllL2(s2,,IlF211~2(n2)llF311~2(n~) 
holds, where Cl = II x 12 x I,. 
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LEMMA 2. Cz in (4.4) is given by 
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where the real number X appearing here and in the norms is arbitrary. 
PROOF. The proof for the one-dimensional case is found in [l]. We consider only the two- 
dimensional case. 
For any w E {w E C’([O,T]; Cr(R)) ] v(., 0) = 0) and arbitrary (z,t) E Q, we have 
and 
e-xt]w(xr, 22, t)] 5 i If (e-*“w(z.r,as,t’))l dt’. 
Then using Proposition 1, we obtain 
This implies 
lbll 
1 2'3 
L:/2(Q) ’ 5 0 
IIwZ, 11;;,;(Q)11w”2 ~~&l~wt - xw/i;;;(Q)’ (4.12) 
Substituting w = e(‘-s)xt ]vls(l 2 s 5 4) into (4.12) an d using some density arguments, we find 
l141~f/2’.“(Q) I ( ~)2’3sllwll;~L (Q)~/“~1~~~~(Q)~~21”I~~~~Q~(liVtll~t.~Q~+~~IIIZlii~~,.(Q~)1’3 . c4.13) 
Then using Holder’s inequality, we obtain 
(4.14) s Q le-xtw12(s-‘) dxl dx2 dt 5 I~w~~~~~~~(~)~Q~(~-~)‘~~. 
We conclude from (4.13) and (4.14) that 
tIwlh?2’“(Q) 5 (;)“’ s~Q~(4-s)'6s~/w~,~/~~~~)~~~s~~~~~~~~ (hill;;,(Q) + IxIIl~IIL~,,(Q))1'3 
sIQI(~-~)‘~~; 11% h$(Q) + II% h:,,(Q) 
+hb (Q) + 3llvulIL2 ,,,> “1) 1” 
) 
Setting s = (2/3)p, we reach the desired conclusion. 
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5. COMPUTATION OF iih AND ,?[‘iih] 
In this section, we describe the computation of the approximate solution tih and “defect” i[i&] 
in (4.1). We use the finite element method for the space coordinate and the finite difference 
method for the time coordinate. 
Let Sh be a finite-dimensional subspace of H;(R) n H2(s2) depending on h, and let N be the 
dimension of sh. Then tih is computed with the following Newton iteration in each time step: 
(42(t),&) + (VtijT-‘(t)P+q + (f^’ (tip-l’(t)) ip(t),&) 
= (f’ (p(t)) tip-l)(t) - f (p(t)) ) &) ) 
(5.1) 
where n is the iteration number, tih(t) := tih(., t), and the $j are base functions in sh. 
Now we can represent Gp’ by 
@‘(x, t) = g tip(t)&(x). 
i=l 
The function 6:“’ (t) is the time-dependent coefficient of the base function ii(z). 
For the discretization of time, we define the time step At and the equally spaced time values 
tl = lAt, 1=0,1,2 ).... 
We then replace the time derivative in (5.1) by the backward difference quotient 
&h(t) - iih(t - At)) 
and (5.1) is thus approximated by 
& (@%) - ch(t - At), &) + @f’(t), V&) + (f^’ (Q?-‘)(t)) fir)(t),&) 
= (p ($-l’(t)) iij,‘“-1’(t) - f^ (@-l’(t)) ) &) . 
This scheme is one of the stablest and simplest ones (at least, for linear problems). Setting 
t = tl+l, we have an approximate solution at each time step by using u(tl) as an initial value for 
the Newton iteration. In order to obtain a continuously defined approximate solution, we first 
note that tiht - Ai& +f(., fib) E L2(Q). For this reason, we use piecewise cubic Hermite functions 
(in the one-dimensional case) and piecewise bicubic Hermite functions (in the two-dimensional 
case) along the space dimension(s), and we use piecewise linear functions along the time dimension 
to interpolate between numerically determined points. In this case, Assumption (A2) is satisfied. 
In order to obtain Z[Gh], we make the assumption that f is of a form that allows direct 
computation of the defect integral [l&t - ntih + f(., &) J]L~,(QJ when all coefficients appearing 
in f are constants. Since we use approximate solutions that are piecewise polynomials in space 
and time and enforce the above assumption, we can compute stepwise in time. 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
One-Dimensional Case 
In (2.1), we set 
f(x, t, IL) = -Bu2 - (t” sin 7rx + k7r2t sin 7rx - B( kt sin 7rx)2) , 
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where B and k are constants, and we let R = (0, 1), T = 1, and 8 = 1. The exact solution in 
this case is U(Z, t) = kt sin TX. 
If we take p = 4, then (Al) is satisfied. Then, since we have 
(If’& + wl)w2 - jl(fit&21(;2 (Q) = 4B2 /“” e-2Xt/w1w212 dxdt 
“I! 
< 4B2e2XT - le-%le-%2/2 dx dt 
< 4B2e2”Tll~dl~~,~~~ llwll ~,~~~ - 
< 4B2e2XTa4 - Ill, 
(4.2) is satisfied for 
&a,,, = 21BleXTc$. 
In Table 1, we give the numerical result for the example we considered, where NS stands for the 
partition number of space. (In the table, a, represents the verified error bound in Theorem 1.) 
Table 1. Result in the one-dimensional case. 
r Case 1. B = 1, 
2.8012475042 
0.0013517912 
) 0.0047019067 
Two-Dimensional Case 
In (2.1), we set 
f(x,t,~) = f(xl,x2,t,~) = -Bu2 - ksinrxlsin7rx2 (1 +2tn2 - Bkt2sinrxlsin7rx2), 
and let R = (0,l) x (0,l) and T = 1. The exact solution here is u(x1, x2, t) = kt sinrxl sin 7rx2. 
Table 2. Result in the two-dimensional case. 
Li 
REMARK 1. In these numerical examples, we used the usual double precision floating point 
numbers. For this reason, the above results also include some unknown rounding errors. We 
must use an arithmetic system with guaranteed accuracy (for example, C-XSC, PROFILE) for 
more rigorous verification. However, from our experience, the order of magnitude for the error 
resulting from round off is much smaller than that of the discretization error and the truncation 
error, and it is almost certainly negligible. 
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